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My Shared Insights

A focus on financial abuse
Insight Exchange hosts a series of narratives 
based on interviews with people with lived 
experience of domestic and family violence 
focused on the financial abuse they experienced. 
The initiative to conduct the interviews was from 
an informal collaboration by Rosie’s Place, WASH 
House, and the Mt Druitt Family Violence Team. 
The narratives were provided by the individuals 
for the benefit of others. The interviews were 
conducted by Rosie’s Place and the narratives 
were assembled by the Insight Exchange team.

Read the latest narrative we have published:

• Deepa '"You are not my wife. I just keep you 
to work here.“’

• Amrita 'He only married me so he could keep 
me as a slave. I was tricked into marrying him.’

• Tamara 'Meanwhile, he was pouring money 
through the poker machines.’

Read the other ‘focus on financial abuse’ 
narratives on the Voices of Insight page or the 
supporting my independence page.

Insight Exchange continues to welcome 
expression of interest to share lived experience 
insights. You can read more on the Be a 
participant page on the Insight Exchange website.
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We invite you to read the resource and share it with contacts 
and colleagues to take these voices forward where change 
needs to happen.

NEW: We have 
collated 18 examples 
of lived experience 
insights of financial 
abuse into a collection
hosted on Insight 
Exchange.

18 women shared 
their experiences to 
inform social, service 
and systemic 
responses to 
domestic and family 
violence.

My Dignity - My body is mine is an 
information and reflection resource about 
sexualised violence. My Dignity is for 
anyone who may be or has experienced 
sexualised violence and for anyone who 
may be responding. Read More

A focus on sexualised violence
Our public conversation (in Australia and globally) about 
sexualised violence is intensifying. How well do you 
understand sexualised violence and how ready are you to 
respond if someone shares with you?
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